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 Hindi

I have covered 11 chapters of 9th class vyakaran like:-

 Syntax

 Correction of incorrect sentences:-

phrases and voice.

 Punctuation

 Decoration

 Idiom and proverbs

 Letter writing

 Essay writing

 Oral expression

 Prefix-suffix

 Joining

 Compound

Simple and complex sentences
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Some chapters I found easy like idioms but still could not remember. I       

found many chapters difficult, as I couldn’t understand them. Now I                     

have improved in memorizing. I make many mistakes in writing

 Science 

I like biology and chemistry.   

We have covered 7th book of 

biology and have just started 8th

book and have covered many 

chapters from the book.

In chemistry we have completed 

all the chapters. I face 

difficulties in memorizing the 

laws and formulas in physics.
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 Social Science
I think that social science is boring for me because memorizing the

dates and year is difficult for me.

I am doing 8th class book.

Nowadays I find social 

science more interesting 

because I am able to 

remember more than before. 

I have completed 14 chapters 

in social science and have 

completed civics.
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 Maths report 

I have covered 4 chapters in mathematics. My understanding has improved. 

I am still doing 7th book. Some chapters are boring for me because I don’t 

understand them.
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 English 

I have been learning English since I joined school.

We completed our grammar book of class 7th.

Now we are doing grammar book of class 8th.

We learnt adjective, noun, pronoun, verb, simile, idioms, etc. 

Speaking-I speak English only in my class but I don’t speak 

English in my daily life. Mostly I speak Hindi with my friends.

Reading- my reading skill is improving. 

I can read many books. While reading sometimes I cannot 

understand meaning of the paragraph. I enjoy reading books by 

myself.
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 Individual reading-

I have read many books like

Samurai Sam

Harry Potter

Great Expectations

Hardy boys

Famous five

Ranthambore

In group reading we have read many books like-

Shakespeare

Sherlock Holmes

Tom Sawyer

The tail of two cities

The merchant of Venice

Julius Caesar

Jonathan Livingston seagull

Group reading-
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 Writing-
My writing skill is good, when I write a poem or any story in a good 

handwriting. I have written stories on Ganesh and we have written many 

poems on Sri Aurobindo.

 Poem-
We learnt many poems from 

collected poems. I have 

memorized some of the 

poems like-

•Who

•Savitri

•Tree

•Thy golden light

•Blue bird 

•Invitation
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 Plays:-
I like to do plays and I enjoy performing them with my friends. 

I can memorize my dialogues very easily. We perform plays 

on important days.

 Computers:-
I have developed my typing skill. I like to do computer 

because we do notepad and make interesting things like 

calculator, watch and bar graph.

Computer is my favorite subject. I also like computer 

because we do not have to write with our pen.

We just have to type. I enjoy my computer class with Ganesh 

Bhaiya.
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 Celebrations…!
In our school we have many celebrations like 

Rakshabandhan, holi, dashehra, etc. 

We celebrate by performing many dances, plays and 

songs. This year on Holi the teachers set up a market 

and we went to buy food with monopoly money and also 

played Holi with mud.

We had great fun buying sweets. Sometimes during 

festivals we have matches between teachers and children. 
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 Games 
I like to play football and basketball. My favorite game is football. 

I like to become the goalkeeper. 

I like football 

because we have 

to kick the ball in 

different styles 

like banana-kick, 

bicycle kick and 

many other 

styles.
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We had gone to Rajasthan on 

14th November 2018 for 2 

weeks. I had a great fun with my 

friends. 

I liked the trip because I got to 

know more about the history of 

Rajasthan. We visited many 

different places like Jodhpur, 

Jaisalmer, Gulabpura, Jaipur and 

many other places. 

Trip to Rajasthan
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I liked Gulabpura the most 

because we went to the 

cloth factory. 

And the 2nd place I liked 

was the car showroom in 

Chittorgarh.

We visited many lakes like 

Pushkar, Brahma Lake and 

we went to different 

temples.
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